Do You Need A Home Office? We Can Help
As of a 2015 Gallup survey, 37% of employees work from home at least one or two days each month. This number is
up 7% from 2014 and does not include those who freelance and work from home full-time. With the increase of athome work hours, many homeowners find themselves in need of a designated home office. If you are ready to
transition a spare bedroom, basement, or attic into your home office, Integrity Contracting and Remodeling is here to
deliver.
A Dual Purpose Guest Bedroom
If your guest bedroom is usually unoccupied, we can help you transition the room into your full-time home office and
occasional guest room. Even if the room is small, there are many ways we can transform it into a dual-purpose space.
A few options include:
• Adding a trundle bed
• Adding a custom built-in to the closet
• Building-in a custom desk, workspace, or storage
A Job Specific Workspace
Not all at-home employees require a traditional desk or office space, and many require more than the traditional
office items. For example, if you want to transition your attic into an art or craft studio, you may require a utility sink
and custom storage solutions. The options are endless; just let us know what you need.
Improve The Function In Your Current Home Office
If you already have a home office, but it is lacking, we can help. Rooms originally built for an alternate use sometimes
lack the flow and function you require for your home office. Even if flow and function are optimal, we can remodel
the room, so it is a more accurate reflection of your style, or so it is more comfortable and conducive for work.
Build A Home Office From The Ground Up
Maybe you want to have your home office or studio removed from your home entirely. This could be so you have a
separate space to greet clients, because there is not extra room in your home, or you have outgrown your current
home office. Whatever your needs may be, we can build your art studio, man cave, she shed, or home office
elsewhere on your property.
Adding or redesigning a home office can increase organization and improve productivity. A beautifully designed
home office, with custom built-ins, will also increase the property value of your home.

